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Reading Figures

The Reading Figures are a series of wall sculptures that are suspended between repre-
sentation and abstraction; the sculptures shift from ran-dom patterns on vertical bands 
dramatized by raking cast shadows to narratives of walking, reading figures seen as if 
from a bird’s eye view. 

The figures are 15 variations on the same figure, a robed, monk-like individual. The 
repetition of the same figure conflates the individual with the collective. As popula-
tions of nearly identical units, the figures address our capacity to communicate with 
ourselves and with one another. 
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32 Pieces
Installation view St. Botolph Club, Boston
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32 Pieces
(detail)
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Where is here? Where is here?
wood, metal and resin
6 x 53 x 54 inches

Collection of Will Meyers and Cindy Liu



17 Pieces
wood, metal and resin
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Wasn’t wasn’t I
wood, metal and resin
6 x 7 x 34 inches

Collection of elizabeth and robert wood



Are These my Thoughts
wood, metal and resin
6 x 28 x 25 inches

Collection of Gerald Slavet



Where is here? (corner)
wood, metal and resin
22 x 11 x 11 inches

Edition 1/5
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Where is here? (big)
wood, metal and resin
7 x 36 x 42 inches
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Where is here? (big)
(detail)
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About the artist

Sculptor and public artist Ann Hirsch has worked throughout the U.S. on projects such as Home (2014), a transitional space into 
Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery which was commissioned by the Patterson Foundation and includes large format 
bronze Bald Eagles’ nests; and the Bill Russell Legacy Project (2013-2015) which was commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock 
and comprises three statues in bronze set within a field of granite and brick elements that is part sculpture and part interactive 
playground. 

Other projects include several site-specific bronze figures that build upon and move beyond traditional statuary through staging 
interactive encounters with the public, broadening the landscape of the commemorated; and opening new spaces for visitors and 
discussion within monumental works. 

Ann’s work often relies on the human form to engage the public in narratives that are acces-sible, interactive and inclusive.  In ad-
dition to permanent public artwork, she is actively engaged in temporary installation work that takes on current issues as well as 
social practice initiatives in art with local communities.

As one half of the multidisciplinary collaboration A+J Art+Design, Ann created the 2016 art installation SOS (Safety Orange Swim-
mers) for the Fort Point Channel Floating Art Project in Boston. The installation was extensively covered by local news outlets, and 
social media, and was named outstanding project of the year by Americans for the Arts Public Art Network Year in Review and Fea-
tured Project and Top 20 artwork by ArtPrize 9 in Grand Rapids, MI. The touring project speaks  directly to the culture and history 
of local immigrant communties and their descendants in relation to the current global refugee crisis. A+J Art+Design is currently 
at work on a percent-for-art commission for North Square, Boston that will plug into city government mapping strategies to tell 
stories about current and former residents of the area. 

Ann is a 2016-2017 City of Boston Artist-in-Residence (Boston AIR), a program through which she collaborated with the Vine 
Street Roxbury Boston Center for Youth and Families (BCYF) in a 10-month community engagement art project. Her work has in-
creasingly involved a com-munity engagement component. Traditionally, permanent public artworks have relied on practices that 
exclude communities by their technical nature. Being a Boston AIR was an opportunity to gain skills in collaborating with commu-
nities while still making art that is viable for long term installation in public spaces. The challenge is to adapt her studio processes 
to methods that everyone can participate in.

Ann teaches undergraduate sculpture at Rhode Island School of Design. Her studio is in Somerville, outside of Boston, MA. 



Installation notes

The Reading Figures is an ongoing series of wall sculptures that use either a french cleat or a flush mount for 
hanging. Hardware is included. Level and hang the wall side of the hardware first, as you would a paint-ing, 

then slide the sculpture side of the hardware onto it. 

Installation above eye level is preferred and the use of a strong directional, LED light source is recom-mended. 
The light should be strong enough for the figures to cast deep, strongly delineated shadows diag-onally 

across the vertical pieces of lath.  
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